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On Days Like This

G Gm D Maj7 E m A D Maj7

—and we will find our way in love on days like this.

Em A D Maj7

My heart is yours, your heart is mine.

Em A D Maj7

As lives we join, as souls entwine.

A m/D G Gm D Maj7

These things I know: I want you near,

A m/D G Gm D Maj7

and ever more, your voice I hear.

Em A D Maj7

Through the years we'll know the laughter.

Em A D Maj7

From time to time—we'll share the tears.

A D Maj7 A m/D A m/D

Day by day, take my hand.

G Gm D Maj7 E m A D Maj7

—and we will find our way in love on days like this.
On Days Like This

Cause I lean on you, you lean on me.

Faithful and true, we'll always be. I lean on you,

you lean on me. Faithful and true,

we'll always be.